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Submission Guidelines for The Bridge
The Bridge: Journal of the Danish American Heritage Society appears twice
a year and contains articles and book reviews dealing with all aspects
of Danish and Danish American culture, literature, and history, particularly the Danish experience in North America. Manuscripts can be
more scholarly or more popular in style, but all articles should demonstrate critical reflection and responsible scholarly practice.
Past issues of The Bridge have also contained Danish American memoirs, essays, short stories, collections of letters, and historical documents. Book reviews and review essays in The Bridge deal with Danish
life and history and the broader Scandinavian experience in North
America as well as the Danish American experience. The Bridge occasionally reprints previously published material.
Manuscript submissions should conform to the Chicago Manual of
Style. Please submit an electronic version of the manuscript file via
the “Submit Article” link located in the left margin of the web page:
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/thebridge, or as an attachment via
email in MS Word or Open Office, with illustrations in a separate ﬁle,
to Julie K. Allen, editor of The Bridge, at julie_allen@byu.edu. It is the
author’s responsibility to obtain permission to publish any illustrations included in an article. Please include a brief, fifty-to one-hundred-word author’s biography suitable for the journal’s “Contributors
to This Issue” section.
All manuscripts are reviewed by the editor in consultation with the
associate editor. However, there is an option to have manuscripts
peer-reviewed. Authors who want to have their articles subject to
double-blind peer review should indicate this at the time of submission. Accepted peer-reviewed articles will be identified as such in the
published issue of The Bridge in which they appear.
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Editorial Statement
Vi starter med LÅS, der i flertal er LÅSE.
men flertal af GÅS er GÆS - ikke GÅSE.
Vi taler om FOD, er der flere, siger vi FØDDER.
men skønt vi siger FLOD, vi aldrig siger FLØDDER.
Er der EN, hedder det DEN, er der TO, siger man DISSE.
Hvorfor fan hedder PEN i flertal ikke PISSE??
--“Det danske sprog er en svær en,” Gonzalo Varga, 2015
In 2015, a Chilean immigrant to Denmark, the poet Gonzalo Varga, wrote a poem called “Det danske sprog er en svær en” (The Danish language is a difficult one). I’ve included the first stanza of his
poem above, but I’m sorry, I can’t translate it for you (I can tell you that
this stanza deals with irregular plural noun formations, though). The
whole point of the poem is how capricious the Danish language is,
but since English doesn’t have the same quirks (though it has plenty
of its own), the poem is essentially untranslatable. Fortunately, most
Danish texts can be rendered intelligible in English, but even then,
they are not the same texts, with the same sounds, rhythms, and humor. The final product of a translation is a combination of the author’s
original text and the translator’s grasp of both the original and target
languages, but it is also highly dependent on the approach the translator takes to a text and its tone. The Danish author Karen Blixen, who
published many of her English-language works under the pseudonym Isak Dinensen, wrote in both Danish and English and translated
her own texts into the other language. Yet even with the same person
writing both versions of a text, there are still subtle differences between them, often depending on how each language makes it possible
to say certain things. A language is much more than just vocabulary
and syntax; it encompasses concepts and attitudes and ways of seeing
the world, other people, and yourself.
The focus of this issue of The Bridge is translation, looking at both
the process and products of translation from Danish into English.
Translation is itself a bridge—between languages, cultures, times,
genres, and individual authors and readers—yet we rarely reflect on
the process that makes it possible for us to read foreign language texts
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in our own tongue, or wonder what factors shaped the product we
ultimately hold in our hands. Our lead article is an essay by freelance
translator Mark Mussari, reflecting on his experiences translating the
works of Danish crime fiction writer Dan Turèll and others into English. For Mussari, translation is a labor of love—for the Danish culture
and literary tradition, as well as the language itself—but it has also
become a profession, helping to introduce English-speaking readers
to a variety of fascinating Danish stories. Less than three percent of
books published in the United States in a given year have been translated from other languages; the number of Danish books that appear
in that small slice of the market is infinitesimally small, so there is a
lot of work left to be done!
Two examples of full-length translations of Danish literary texts
from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries form the centerpiece of
this issue. The first is Troy Wellington Smith’s rendering of Baroness
Thomasine Christine Gyllembourg-Ehrensvärd’s novella, En Hverdags-Historie (1828), which established her reputation as a keen-eyed
observer of nineteenth-century Danish social mores, but has never before been published in a complete English translation. Smith manages
this difficult task with grace and aplomb, inviting readers in to the
vividly-drawn world of Golden Age Copenhagen society that Gyllembourg knew so well. The second is Kristi Planck Johnson’s translation of Kjeld Abell’s play, Eva! Eva! Eva aftjener sin barnepligt (1936), a
socially critical comedy that casts a sharp eye on Copenhagen society
a century after Gyllembourg. Johnson deals masterfully with Abell’s
wit and irony, giving our readers unprecedented access to Abell’s
sharp intellect and innovative style.
To round out this issue, we have the pleasure of offering a sampling of several forthcoming translations by Michael Favala Goldman,
who has tackled the challenge of bringing the works of several of
Denmark’s most important twentieth-century poets and writers into
the English-speaking realm, and two book reviews: the first, by Poul
Houe, assesses a two-volume anthology of late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century Danish texts compiled and translated by David
Young; in the second, J. R. Christianson uses a study of nineteenthcentury religious identity and diversity in Denmark as a lens for reflecting on cultural identity today.
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